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SOS Survival Guide

Seven Steps to Sustainability & Growth
Survive, Organize, Sustain, Grow

Competition is growing daily.
The price realization of gas in the cylinder is on
the downward trend. The loss of cylinders due
to inaccurate tracking methods is nearly 100 to
200 cylinders a year. In addition, customers\
distributors hold cylinders longer than expected.
6]LY[OLSHZ[Ä]L`LHYZ;LJOUVSVN`:VS\[PVU
Partners (TSP) has analyzed data from multiple
installations of their TRAKAID CyTRACK
Industrial Gases Cylinder Tracking, Logistics,
and Management System (CyTRACK) and
found almost 25 percent of cylinders are with
customers more than six months. What does
the Industrial Gas Bottler do to survive? Cutting
corners in quality, bumping cylinder rotation, and
ignoring cylinder testing for safety are some of
the methods employed.

Still thinking of Return on Investment (ROI)?
ROI is easily achieved once annual cylinder
loss is stopped - which the CyTRACK system
helps eliminate from day one. The challenge,
TSP believes, is how to survive in this cutthroat
competition which is using all kinds of bad
practices.
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TSP is pleased to share its experience with industrial gas
manufacturers and bottlers, based on numerous installation
and data analyses. The company developed the Survive,
Organize, Sustain (SOS) Survival Guide for the Industrial Gas
Bottling and Manufacturing business.
)LUVWDYRLGWKHðYHGHDGO\PLVWDNHV
'HIHFWV Wrong gas in wrong cylinder \ Delivery
VMLTW[`]ZÄSSLKJ`SPUKLY
:DLWLQJ Production bottlenecks during morning
shift due to laborious manual data entry
3URGXFWLRQ Fill fewer cylinders than optimal
'HOLYHU\ Cylinders marked for one customer are
delivered to another customer
2YHU,VVXH Cylinders issued to a customer that
exceed the customer’s holding limit

Then follow the
6HYHQ6WHSVWR6XVWDLQDELOLW\DVRXWOLQHGEHORZ
$FFXUDF\ Trust your data
7UDFHDELOLW\ Know the What, Where, When, Why
and How of your cylinders
6DIHW\ Focus on Patient, Customer and User
Safety - Single biggest challenge
0RELOLW\ Actionable data at the point of use
,QQRYDWLRQ Processes that take advantage of
new technology
$VVHWV Analyze assets and apply controls to
manage them
3HUIRUPDQFH Fully supported robust system
that lets you focus on your business
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A typical day for an industrial
gas manufacturer and bottler - a
“Bottler” that started the business
with 5000 cylinders - normally has 1500 cylinder
[YHUZHJ[PVUZ!JVTLPU¶HYLÄSSLK¶
are dispatched. With the prevalent practice of
reading and writing a number, then entering it into
a system (if one exists), 300 entries are wrong,
transposed, or illegible. You, the “Bottler,” do
not trust your data. More importantly, neither do
your distributor or customer. The end result is
the “Bottler” cannot demand cylinders from its
customers. Due to these issues, at least 100 to
200 cylinders are lost and untraceable annually.
TSP studied bar code and Radio-Frequency
0KLU[PÄJH[PVU9-0+[LJOUVSVN`PUVYKLY[V
automate the data acquisition process. In the
harsh industry conditions they are subjected to,
bar codes need to be replaced frequently - often
annually - as they become unreadable due to
scratching, mud and oil. RFID global standards
were established in 2006, and TSP harnessed
this technology for the cylinder industry in 2008.
TSP developed hard, curved tags which encase
an RFID chip and antenna (RFID Inlay). The RFID
Inlay does not need a line of sight, has a unique
PKLU[PÄJH[PVUU\TILYHUKJHUILYLHKMYVTH
distance, overcoming all the shortcomings of a
bar code. The neck of the industrial gas cylinder
was found to be the most appropriate place to
bond the RFID tag, based on more than 2,000
hours of testing. Once this RFID tag is read, all
the cylinder information is in the hands of the
user: test date, serial number, cylinder status,
cylinder rotation status, etc. This means cylinder
data acquired is error free, automatic and faster.
So much faster that in a typical day all the early
morning production bottlenecks due to manual
KH[HLU[Y`HYLYLTV]LKHUKUVIHJRLUKZ[HɈ
for data entry is needed.

9HKPVMYLX\LUJ`PKLU[PÄJH[PVU9-0+PZ[OL^PYLless non-contact use of radio-frequency electroTHNUL[PJÄLSKZ[V[YHUZMLYKH[HMVY[OLW\YWVZLZ
of automatically identifying and tracking tags
attached to objects. The tags contain electronically stored information. Passive tags (without
battery) are read at short ranges (a few meters)
via Ultra High Frequency (UHF) waves.
9LMLYLUJLO[[W!LU^PRPWLKPHVYN^PRP9ÄK
75$&($%,/7<
In the absence of accuracy,
[OL¸)V[[SLY»Z¹LɈVY[[VJYLH[L
paperwork to trace cylinders goes
to waste. To overcome this problem, “Bottler”
depends on the customer’s holding cylinder
quantity and total average cylinder rotation.
The Customer starts rotating the same set
of cylinders to bump up the average cylinder
rotation. Customer holding remains the same.
“Bottler” is happy, although it notices that
rejected test cylinders are sometimes returned
with the cylinder number painted over to cover
up the cylinder count. This is the hidden cylinder
loss that “Bottlers” are now facing.
In another instance, the customer receives a
cylinder with the wrong gas or no gas or under
the wrong pressure. This has major negative
consequences for both “Bottlers” and customers
and for patient safety in health care.
Through the use of TSP’s TRAKAID RFID Tags,
the Tag reading may not be faked; the RFID tag
may not be duplicated as each tag is unique, unlike a bar code which can be printed at any time
and can be duplicated. It is unlikely that a discarded cylinder will be returned to the “Bottler”.
With 100 percent data accuracy and no possibility of faking a tag\cylinder read, CyTRACK
provides 100 percent traceability of the cylinder
in the fast moving rotation.
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6$)(7<
Safety is the biggest challenge
“Bottlers” face. Current practice
depends on the “Bottler” eyeballing
[LZ[KH[LZ^OLUHJ`SPUKLYPZÄSSLK,]LUKPSPNLU[
production people have trouble when the test
date ring is missing or the test date is not
readable (which happens frequently), leaving
nothing to eyeball. Production people are
working non-stop to meet production targets,
making it impractical or impossible to even look
at the test date.
A single accident handling a cylinder can ruin
the “Bottler”. Customers will avoid “Bottlers”
and workers will be unwilling to work in an
unsafe environment that requires they work with
J`SPUKLYZV\[VM[LZ[JLY[PÄJH[PVUHUKIHKZHML[`
records. More than 50 percent of cylinders have
not been tested by their test due date, setting
the “Bottler” up for accidents.
CyTRACK has built in processes that keep safety
standards high. As soon as an RFID Tag is read,
all the information contained on it is available
to the user. TSP uses this information in all
processes to stop a cylinder past its test due
date from being used. In fact, CyTRACK allows
the user to mark a cylinder for removal from the
process and schedule it for testing.
This eliminates the biggest safety challenge of
using cylinders past their test due date.
,1129$7,21
Current practices have been in
place for the past 30 years and
were driven by manual record
keeping. Some software solutions have emulated those same processes resulting in data that
is not trustworthy. TSP has adapted the business processes to take advantage of the latest
T\S[PWSLUL^[LJOUVSVNPLZ;OLJVUÅ\LUJLVM
web, database, mobile, and RFID technologies

has led to multiple process innovations that not
only increase productivity and enhance process
validation, but also provide the ability to receive
error-free fast automatic data acquisition.
TSP has incorporated hundreds of process
improvements in CyTRACK to make the solution
more responsive to the user. Mobile processes
have helped bring the latest cylinder information
[V[OLÄUNLY[PWZVM[OL\ZLY,HJOWYVJLZZPU[OL
rotation of the cylinder is validated before the
next process can take place. Users may mark
the cylinder as damaged at the time of pickup
from the customer. An Intake Screen captures all
cylinders in one truck so the user does not have
[VZLWHYH[L[OLJ`SPUKLYZMYVTKPɈLYLU[J\Z[VTLYZ,HJOÄSSQVIPZHZZVJPH[LK^P[O[OL)H[JOMVY
traceability.
02%,/,7<
The last leg is where major errors
occur in delivering and receiving
cylinders from customers. When
the “Bottlers” truck has a multiple customer
load, the driver unintentionally delivers the wrong
cylinder to the wrong customer and compounds
the mistake by making typical errors in reading
and writing the receiving cylinder data on paper.
;OPZTHRLZP[]LY`KPɉJ\S[[V[YHJL[OLJ`SPUKLY
Writing manual receipts leaves no time for the
driver to check for cylinder damage. Once the
cylinder reaches the “Bottler,” it becomes a point
of contention with the customer. The customer
JVTWSHPUZ[OH[[OL`ZOV\SKOH]LILLUUV[PÄLKH[
the time of pickup.
TSP’s TRAKAID MPLANT and MDIST solutions
have leveraged Mobile Computing Technology
to introduce high performance to the hands of
[OL\ZLYZ![OLYLJLP]PUNWLYZVU[OLÄSSPUNWLYZVU
the dispatch person, and the driver. Once a
user reads the RFID Tag with the mobile RFID
computing device, they have captured all the
information about that particular cylinder.
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TSP has built intuitive processes using mobile
technology that eliminate errors, enhance
collaboration and transparently interface with
the CyTRACK web-based system, thus driving
transactions faster. “Bottlers” may get up to 100
percent increase in productivity.
These processes help the driver download
information in order to deliver the right cylinders
to the right customer and make data acquisition
faster.
This, in turn, gives drivers time to mark cylinders
for physical damage in front of the customer,
eliminating customer complaints later on.
$66(76
Cylinders are the “Bottlers” most
critical asset and cylinder cost is
very high. Based on a cylinder
VWLYH[PVUHSJVZ[PUJS\KPUNÄUHUJLKLWYLJPH[PVU
maintenance, and testing, it is estimated that
“Bottlers” should have at least 30 rotations
annually for each cylinder. Typical visible cylinder
loss is between 100 to 200 cylinders per year.
The practice of switching a new cylinder and
returning the recycled reject cylinder adds to the
ÄUHUJPHSSVZZ;OLSHYNLZ[OP[[V[OLIV[[VTSPUL
occurs when cylinders are tracked by cylinder
count for each customer. In-depth data analysis
shows more than 25 percent of total outstanding
cylinders in the customer’s possession are with
them for more than six months, making this
asset useless for the “Bottler.”
CyTRACK solution has put in place undisputable
traceability for the cylinder. Using mobile
technology, the “Bottler” knows where the
cylinder was last, making the chance of a
cylinder getting lost remote. CyTRACK provides
numerous controls the “Bottler” can implement
to manage customer holding. Focused analysis
reports are available that the “Bottler” can run on
[OLÅ`HUKHUHS`aL[OLJ`SPUKLYOVSKPUNWH[[LYU

of a customer. The “Bottler” can also run reports
that show cylinders that are due over a certain
period and focus on recovering them.
TSP’s comprehensive solution makes it
impossible for the switching practice as
discussed above to succeed.
3(5)250$1&(
CyTRACK is a comprehensive
solution that helps the “Bottler”
manage the cylinder through every
YV[H[PVU¶YLJLPW[¶ÄSS¶PZZ\L¶SVHK¶KLSP]LY
– pick up – service – testing and the complete
life cycle. The solution and the processes
are robust, incorporate good manufacturing
practices, sound information governance, and
have been thoroughly tested on the production
ÅVVY;OLWYVJLZZLZHYLVW[PTPaLKMVYMHZ[
response and are based on proven industry
experience and domain knowledge.
Mistakes including delivery of a cylinder to the
J\Z[VTLY[OH[PZLTW[`ÄSSPUNHJ`SPUKLY^P[O
the wrong gas and incorrect cylinder count in
any job are completely eliminated. In addition,
the daily morning production bottleneck due to
laborious manual data entry is gone and illegible
or transposition errors during data collection
and entry are avoided. The CyTRACK solution
provides instant and complete information on the
cylinder and is available to the user at the point
of use.
The CyTRACK solution is supported by a group
of experienced engineers who have in-depth
domain knowledge of the cylinder business.
TSP supports your technology solution while you
focus on your business.
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